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Summary:
The vascular effects of estrogen are affected by the stage of reproductive life, the time since
menopause, and the extent of cardiovascular diseases (CVD) have been describe. The vascular longevity
increase impairing the vascular function as well the hormone loss in menopause process age related, and both
are non-modifiable risk factors, which lead to endothelial dysfunction for decrease of protective mechanisms
of endothelial cells function. However, the mechanisms of vascular responsiveness to sex steroids during
CVD development remain poorly understood in women and men. The aim of this review was to compare a
search in the literature about the molecular mechanisms involved in endothelial dysfunction caused by aginginduced menopause and the TRPV4 role. For this, an exploratory and study carried out from searches in the
databases: medline and pubmed, where we selected recent studies about this subject matter. Sexual hormones
have mechanisms of action described as protectors of resistance mechanisms to stress and their reduction
with menopause can aggravate the damages of the aging. Among the adverse mechanisms of endothelial
cellular aging are the increase of oxidative stress, inflammation, reduction of NO bioavailability, autophagic
flow reduction, mitochondrial dysfunction and alterations of cellular metabolism control pathways. In
addition, Transient Potential Receptors (TRP) channels such as TRPV4 channels presents in the endothelial
cells membranes may also have protective role during aging-related menopause by interacting with various
intracellular proteins. The mechanisms by which the hormonal function and the TRPV4 channels can
interfere with the resistance processes to cellular stress or how they may be altered during the process of
menopausal aging are not still elucidated by the studies described in the literature. Therefore, the information
available up to the present time so that the hypotheses raised on this subject later clarified from preclinical
and clinical studies, thus being the basis for improved assistance in the dysfunctions caused by the
menopause associated with aging. From this, we can conclude that to understand the mechanisms of this
change is important for targeting new preventive and therapeutic strategies such as control endothelial
dysfunction and others molecules alterations results of menopause aging process which can lead to more
incidence of CVD in women.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
The increase in life expectative of

world population increases the vascular
longevity and it is lead to more cardiovascular
diseases. The aging is a process characterized
by the gradual loss of the physiological

homeostasis

of

cellular

and

systemic

functions, being in women, specifically,
marked by alterations related to the decrease
of the hormonal levels after the menopause
and, both processes are risk factors for CVD
marked by endothelial dysfunction [1].

processes that maintain the protection and
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The demographic transition caused by

addition, the dilator response decrease in

population aging has increased with collective

response to increased blood flow, shear stress

and individuals impacts for the entire world

and the application of vasodilators substances

population since it requires systems and

such as acetylcholine (Ach) in aging and

policies that govern health care according to

postmenopausal experimental models [3-4].

particularities of both men and women.
Although, only recently, because of the
increase in the incidence of cardiovascular
diseases (CVD) in women, as research has
focused on the gender characteristics which
can be involved in these pathophysiological
process [1].

The relevance of the present study is
based on the need to develop studies that
characterize

the

molecular

mechanisms

involved in vascular changes caused by the
aging-related menopause process, including
the effects of hormonal loss and TRPV4
channel function to guide future preclinical

The menopausal aging process causes

and clinical studies, from which prophylactic

systemic, cellular and molecular changes due

and therapeutic measures against CVD in

to the gradual loss of physiological functions

women will be developed [2-5].

and signaling mechanisms involved in the
homeostatic

processes

of

maintaining

endothelial function during the aging process,
which directly influenced by the reduction of
hormonal function in the post menopause.
Therefore recent studies propose an alert for
the need for further studies on CVD in

Based on these literature findings, the
objectives of this study were to elucidate the
molecular

mechanisms

involved

in

endothelial dysfunction caused by aginginduced menopause and the role of TRPV4
channels in this vascular dysfunction.
METHODS

women [1-2].
The primary mechanisms for the

This work developed through an

development of aging-related endothelial

exploratory research, developed from studies

dysfunction are increased oxidative stress,

already

inflammation

increased

Scientific articles searched and selected in the

intracellular oxidative enzymes, decreased

PUBMED and Google Scholar databases,

nitric oxide (NO) bioavailability, increased

from searches with the following descriptors

activation of gene transcription pathways and

for the articles: Menopause, Vascular Aging

in

response

to

described

in

the

literature.

release of pro-inflammatory cytokines. In
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and TRPV4, where we selected recent studies

the functionality of the individual and

about this subject matter.

increasing the risk factors for the affection by
CVD [5].

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Demographic studies show that the
expectation for the 2050 year is that to 30% of

AGING

AND

CARDIOVASCULAR

DISEASES

the world population, including the Brazilian

Studies about the relationship between

population, live more than 60 years of age due

aging and its effects on the cardiovascular

to the reduction of mortality of younger and

system was initiated since the 19th century

older individuals in addition to the increase of

when the Canadian physician, Dr. William

life and about 1 billion of this population will

Osler, proposed "longevity is a vascular
issue", since certain habits and style of are

be postmenopausal women [1-6].

risk factors for CVD [1]. Since then,

The literature shown aging is the mere
passage of time, senescence is the decrease of
the functionality of the organism and senility
is the appearance of pathological processes
associated with age [7]. Thus, the aging is a
physiological process of gradual decrease of
molecular

and

systemic

functions

that

researches with different experimental models
carried out and, currently, with a new
perspective on the impact of the aging process
on women's cardiovascular health because, in
recent decades, the incidence of CVD in
middle-aged and elderly women has increased
[2].

maintain the cellular homeostasis decreasing
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One of the main causes of CVD is

Oxidative stress and inflammation

endothelial dysfunction. This is referred in the

resulting

preclinical and clinical studies (cell culture, %

vasoactive factors and vascular growth also

of dilation to reactivity) during aging, that

called

show impairment of vascular tone regulation,

(MMM)," are involved in cell senescence and

mediated by interactions between different

damage to vessels and organs, such as the

receptors and intracellular molecules due to

heart and kidneys. Experimental evidences

the downstream of physiological processes of

suggest modulating activity of life expectancy

stress resistance in the cell. This process are

by participating in the damages in cell

autophagy, which is the process by which

renewal and gene transcription that originate

cells

and

the pathophysiological processes of the main

mitochondrial dysfunction, thus acting on the

cardiovascular diseases associated with aging

suppression

and menopause, such as systemic arterial

eliminate

of

damaged

oxidative

proteins

stress

and

from

"modifiable

inflammation, and energy sensor pathways

hypertension,

and cellular metabolism such as adenosine

failure [3-8].

monophosphate

activated

protein

kinase

(AMPK) and sirtuin-1 (SIRT-1), a NAD+dependent

deacetylase

ribosyltransferase protein [3].

and

ADP-

excessive

production

molecular

atherosclerosis,

of

mediators

and

heart

MENOPAUSE AND CARDIOVASCULAR
DISEASES AS A PROCESS RELATED TO
AGE
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Menopause is an age-related process
in

which

permanent

cessation

of

the

Additionally to changes in female
reproductive

functions

postmenopausal

menstrual cycle followed by loss of ovarian

hormone decline causes changes in other

follicular

body systems, especially because oestrogen

activity,

spontaneously

which

(natural

may

occur

menopause)

or

iatrogenic (secondary menopause), which
may result from the removal of both ovaries
(surgical menopause) as well as ovarian
failure

resulting from

chemotherapy or

radiotherapy [9].

(the main female hormone) acts on specific
receptors.
The targets of oestrogens are widely
distributed in the cells of different tissues.
Therefore, regulate physiological functions
such as: the immune system (increase of T

The loss of ovarian activity in these

cell development, decrease of autoimmune

women causes drastic changes in hormonal

diseases and inhibition of inflammation). In

levels and functions, as shown in Figure 2

tubules and renal epithelial cells (decreased

(adapted from DAVIS, et al., 2015), which

proteinuria and creatinine in hypertensive

shows that after menopause the ovaries are

animals). Additionally, in the bone tissue

depleted / emptied of follicles , decreasing the

(regulation

production of estradiol and inhibin B by

reabsorption process) where it regulates the

follicular granulosa cells, stopping ovulation

production of cytokine RANKL (nuclear

and menstruation.

factor-kB ligand activator receptor), that

of

bone

formation

and
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promotes

osteoclastogenesis

bone

rupture and damage of the endothelial cell

resorption and the production of the cytokine

barrier and dilatation of brachial artery in

osteoprotegerin

response to response to flow was also reduced

(OPG),

or

secreted

by

osteoblasts to inhibit RANKL [4].
In

the

cardiovascular

[10].
system

an

The experimental model of menopause

increase in the cardiovascular risk profile

is

(growth

of

pathophysiological analyzes. However, there

cardiomyocyte apoptosis and contractility,

is still a need for studies that clearly

vasodilation,

of

characterize the impacts of this model

endothelial cell proliferation and vascular

associated with aging on endothelial cells and

smooth muscle cell and inhibition of cellular

morphological, biochemical and functional

apoptosis (figure 4) [4].

alterations of the endothelium that are related

regulation,

NO

inhibition

release,

inhibition

described

and

used

for

different

to the increase of the CVD in postmenopausal

Furthermore,
bradykinin-induced

the

percentage

of

endothelium-dependent

dilation has been shown to be reduced in
small arteries of postmenopausal women

women, from middle to advanced age.
SO! IS AGING A DISEASE?
Sir William Osler suggested, "A man

women,

is just like the age of his arteries". Since then,

functional abnormalities accompanied by

studies described in the literature show

compared

to

premenopausal
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endothelial dysfunction as a process related to

Dr. Z. Lale Koldaş (2017) describe

advancing age with experiments that show the

that at the cellular and mitochondrial level

Ach-induced

induces

endothelial and vascular smooth muscle cells

increased bioavailability of nitric oxide to

‘(VSMC) have key structural and functional

cause vasorelaxation, is lower in elderly

alterations

individuals compared to young individuals. It

disease

occur either in humans, in rats isolated from

cardiovascular aging.

response,

which

rats or in cultured endothelial cells to quantify
NO by fluorescence microscopy [3-5].
In

(CVD)

and

cardiovascular

is

defined

as

The vascular endothelium is a cellular
barrier that internally coats the arteries and
releases biologically active molecules that act

environment directly influences the DNA cell

in autocrine and paracrine manner to induce

development and function, and aging is a

balance

series of signalling and cell turnover failures

prostacyclin

that occur over time in all cells that make up

hyperpolarizing factor) and vasoconstrictors

the organs and systems. This is due to

(e.g., endothelin-1, Ang II and thromboxane

changes in gene transcription, loss of density

A2) responses. It modulate arterial function in

of

response to the stimuli to release these

molecules

the

promote

intracellular

some

addition,

that

and

proteins,

and

consequent changes in oxidation, nitration

cause oxidative stress and inflammation,
making the cardiovascular system the more
associated with age-related failures [5-11].

and

vasodilator

(e.g.,

NO,

endothelium-derived

molecules [3-12].

and phosphorylation processes, which alter
the intima and middle layers of the arteries to

between

Endothelial cells depend on signaling
pathways between the molecules responsible
for the maintenance of vascular basal tonus.
In addition to mechanisms of resistance to
intracellular stress, such as autophagy, energy

Thus, is possible to affirm that the

sensor / AMPK pathway, antioxidant defense

molecular alterations of the heart and arteries

factors (Nrf2, SOD), which modulate adverse

associated with accelerated aging it referred

cellular aging processes, such as decreased

to as cardiovascular disease.

eNOS activity, increased NADPH oxidase,

CELLULAR
BIOLOGY
AGING

AND
OF

MOLECULAR

ENDOTHELIAL

CELL

NF-Kb and mitochondrial dysfunction, and
are altered during the arterial aging process
[3].
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The suppression of these homeostatic
mechanisms of aging allows the development

cells, which are involved in the control of
vasoconstriction and vasodilation [6].

of the primary mechanisms of endothelial
dysfunction including oxidative stress and
inflammation, being characterized mainly by
the vascular insufficiency of NO [7]. This,
according to evidence collected from human
endothelial cells and arteries animals, results
from changes in the activation state of eNOS,
the availability of cofactor and the activation
of NO, which impairs endothelium-derived
dilation with aging [4].

with mechanisms to maintain the balance
vasodilator

and

menopause and advancement of age, is the
of

transient

potential

receptors

channels (TRP) currently described as capable
of interact with a large number of intracellular
proteins

and

subtypes

(TRPV1-6).

Currently,

TRPV4

described as capable of interacting with a
large number of intracellular proteins and
participating in arterial vasodilation of rats
when induced in the presence of the 4α-PDD
agonist. Its effects on endothelial cells, its
signaling mechanisms for protection against

participate

dependent vasorelaxation are still unclear [1112].

vasoconstrictor

responses, that may undergo changes with

family

receptors of the vanilloid type (TRPV) has six

oxidative stress and its role in endothelium-

The cellular molecules that interact

between

The subfamily of transient potential

in

arterial

TRPV4 channels stand out due to the
broad range of stimuli that lead to their
activation, including physical (cell swelling,
heat and mechanical) and chemical stimuli
(endocannabinoids, arachidonic acid (AA),
and 4-α-phorbol esters) [14].
These TRPV4 channels are also

vasodilation. [11-12-13].
TRP CHANNELS

involved in endothelial dilation by Achinduced muscarinic (M) receptor stimulation

Transient potential receptors (TRPs)

through a signaling complex that also

are a class of non-selective cation channels

involves a protein kinase C (PKC) isomer and

for intracellular calcium influx (Ca ++),

is associated with ancorine (AKP150) protein.

separated according to the amino acid

This pathway locally increases intracellular

sequence in six subtypes with subtypes,

calcium, which results in the activation of

distributed by different cell types, including

potassium channels sensitive to low calcium

endothelial cells and vascular smooth muscle

and

intermediate

conductance

(S/IK
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Calcium), NO production or 11,12-epoxy-

increase the cellular proliferation, reduces the

ethanedioic acid (11,12-ETT) [8].

pathway PI3-Akt-eNOS and decrease the

The studies shown that these channels
are expresses in rat carotid artery endothelial

autophagy process. All this altered pathways
are involved with the endothelial dysfunction.
Knowing

cell junctions in the presence of the CD31

the

damaged

pathways

marker and were shown to participate in

involved in the vascular aging process, we

vasodilation in the presence of 4α-PDD and

observed too that the menopause aging

eNOS and COX inhibitors [8].

process is involved with the reduction of this
pathways because the hormonal protect

This study show that aging and
menopause are risk factors to CVD because
both lead to imbalance between vasodilators
and vasoconstrictors substances involved on
vascular tonus basal manutence pathways. So,
this alterations cause endothelial dysfunction.

affects reduction

is related with this

alterations because the estrogen receptors of
membrane (GPER30) and nuclear (Erα and
Erβ) are both involved with the eNOS activity
and gene transcription process. Therefore, this
receptors can induce the vasodilatation via

Xu X., et al (2017) Showed that

endothelial and vascular smooth muscle cell

endothelial cellular senescence is another

although increase of nitric oxide (NO)

phenomenon

bioavailability by non-genomic or genomic

that

occurs

in

the

aging

endothelium and aggravate the endothelial

process [15-16].

dysfunction, which is a key antecedent of
clinical vascular disease and may serve as a
predictive and potential diagnostic marker of
disease.
Starting finds, we observed that the

In addition also shown on this review
that is important to study the menopauseaging process because the dilator response
decrease in response to increased blood flow,
shear

stress

and

the

application

of

main adverse process involved with the

vasodilatory substances such as acetylcholine

endothelial aging initiate by damage of

(Ach)

AMPK and SIRT pathways. On figure 5, we

experimental models [3-4].

show that aging process block the AMPK and
SIRT1 molecule activity that, consequently,
reduce the inhibition of the NADPH oxidase
or activation of FOXO3, leading to oxidative

in

aging

and

postmenopausal

This process can influence the TRPV4
channels involved in endothelial dilation by
Ach-induced

muscarinic

(M)

receptor

stimulation through a signaling complex that

stress increase. Furthermore, these alterations
9

also involves a protein kinase C (PKC)

of this change is important for targeting new

isomer and is associated with ancorine

preventive and therapeutic strategies such as

(AKP150) protein [5].

control endothelial dysfunction and others

An study of Juan Du, et. al. (2016),
they

concluded

that

impaired

TRPV4-

mediated Ca2+ signaling causes endothelial
dysfunction and that TRPV4 is a potential

molecules alterations results of menopause
aging process which can lead to more
incidence of CVD in womans.
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